
Eagles Home Learning Tasks – Friday 26th June  

 

If you are not in the below groups, please head to Education City, where your 

work for today has been set for you. 

 

Maths - for children in green, yellow and white groups 

LO: Use line graphs to solve problems. 

 Start by logging into TTRS and practicing your times tables! Remember 

the school postcode is RG9 6PR. 

 If you want to remind yourself about line graphs, you can watch these two 

videos. 

Video 1 

Video 2 

 

 Then you need to head to Mathletics to complete the test that has been 

set up for you, based on our most recent work on statistics. 

 Once you have completed that, feel free to look around the mathletics 

website, practicing any areas of maths that you feel would benefit! 

 

English– for all pupils 

LO: Synonyms and antonyms for ‘happy’ and ‘sad’. 

 Underneath this pdf you will find a PowerPoint called “Friday 26th June 

Spelling”. You need to work through the PowerPoint before completing the 

activity sheet (called ‘Friday 26th June spelling activity and ANSWERS). 

 Then spend some time practising the spellings from today’s activity. You 

could: 

- Complete the Look, Cover, Say, Write, Check (LCSWC) sheet 

- Look up the definitions of the words and learn them 

- Try and put the words into sentences; can you construct passive and 

active sentences? Or could you use commas, brackets or dashes in 

your sentences? Could you construct your sentence so that it includes 

bullet points? 

 

https://go.educationcity.com/
https://ttrockstars.com/
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=line+graphs+ks2&&view=detail&mid=C6F6DC63B79CD1674D9DC6F6DC63B79CD1674D9D&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dline%2Bgraphs%2Bks2%26FORM%3DHDRSC4
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=line+graphs+ks2&&view=detail&mid=A503126A447AFE311433A503126A447AFE311433&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dline%2Bgraphs%2Bks2%26FORM%3DHDRSC4


Topic – for all pupils 

LO: To recognise similarities and differences between the English and Greek 

alphabets. 

 Look at the Greek alphabet, which shows the names and pronunciations of 

the letters. 

 Which letters are the same as the English alphabet and which are 

different? 

 Can you write a message to a friend, using the Greek alphabet? Remember 

to think about the sounds in the words you are trying to write and not 

necessarily its actual spelling.   


